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ERRATUM TO THE PAPER "UNIQUELY EDGE COLOURABLE GRAPHS" 
(Math. Slovaca 34,1984,205—216) 
JURAJ BOSAK 
The formulas on p. 207—208 should be corrected as follows: 
p(k) = i(-iy-l(p(k-±s(3s-l)yP(k-±s(3s + l))) = 
= p(k-l) + p(k-2)-p(k-5)-p(k-7) + 
+ p(k - 12) +p(k-15)-p(k-22)-p(k-26) + ..., 
k2 + 3l . [k + 5' N(*>-,W + [íÍ±2] + p±2], 
^-mi 
P2(k + 1)=[^], 
N(k) = p(k) + p3(k) + p2(k + 1) + 1 + 1 = 
k2 + 3l . rk + 5-
and [8] on p. 208, line 1 should be replaced by [9]. 
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